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In the first month of a new year, we all desire to have a great start. With a similar zeal,  on 

18th January 2014, GVK EMRI has launched “102 ambulance services” in UP with 102 

ambulances under Janani‐Suraksha‐Karyakram (JSSK) with a lead period of only 20 days 

wherein we remodeled the right infrastructure; installed an up and running technology 

system; vehicles and trained manpower. U�ar Pradesh is our sixth state to provide mother 

and child referral transport services by GVK EMRI, under Na�onal Health Mission's JSSK 

ini�a�ve aiming at pregnant women, neonates and sick infants. When all the targeted 1972 

ambulances are posi�oned, this service is expected to reduce Maternal, neonatal and infant 

death rates substan�ally in UP.

On 31st January, Mother and Child Health Tracking Facilita�on Center (MCTFC) operated by 

GVK EMRI was inaugurated by honorable Union Minister of Health and Family Welfare in 

the premises of Na�onal Ins�tute of Health and Family Welfare at New Delhi. MCTFC is 

going to validate the data records of all the states in India maintained by the MCTS about the pregnant women, new born children, 

and the ASHA and ANMs enrolled so far.   This project is also aimed at assessing the outcomes of the various projects/schemes 

ini�ated by the Union Government regarding the pregnant woman and child across the various states in the country like the JSY & 

JSSK etc.  It provides firsthand informa�on of the implementa�on status and also the improvement areas.   This modern center at 

Na�onal Capital is yet another noble feather in GVK EMRI's cap.

In the first week of January, Road Safety Week‐ 2014 ac�vi�es were organized in various states both within the organiza�on and in 

coordina�on with related external agencies with an aim to emphasize and accentuate people about the need of safe roads travel by 

applying just simple rules. By the end of January 2014, we have responded to 3,416,289 vehicular   trauma cases in total. Our Road 

Safety week programs highlighted our contribu�on along with messages for preven�on of accidents. 

On 26th   January, Republic Day event was celebrated all over with patrio�c fervor and rededica�on to the service of na�on. On the 

same day, Chha�sgarh opera�ons  celebrated three years of successful 108 services with the par�cipa�on of key government 

officials; cultural events by our  staff  and prize distribu�ons for winners of special events organized on as part of e‐live func�on. 

Thus, month of January has provided necessary impetus for a grand start. We shall a�empt to maintain the high tempo with 

consistent speed and quality of services.

My congratula�ons to the team from …XXX……….state opera�ons which won the 108 saviour  ‐India  for January 2014 month.

Fresh step in the fresh in the right earnest 
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108 SAVIOUR OF GVK EMRI – INDIA

Star�PerformersStar�Performers

Gujarat Team ‐  At work, at play, let safety lead the way  06

STATE WISE CASE OF THE MONTH       

Andhra Pradesh Team  –  Abdominal eviscera�on 08

Assam Team –   When you are sleepy, don't drive… 10
  
Chha�sgarh Team  –  Miracle by 108 in deadly incident 12

Himachal Pradesh Team  –  108 turned Savior, for a gun down wounded Girl. 14
 
Karnataka Team –  Catastrope of unsafe driving  16
  
Madhya Pradesh Team  –  In‐situ treatment made the difference: life saved 18
 
Meghalaya Team –  A ride that went horribly wrong! 20

Tamil Nadu Team  –  Accidental fall lead to agony 22
 
U�arakhand Team  –  Disputes can become life threatening  24

U�ar Pradesh Team – Pelvic binder saved life 26
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108 SAVIORS FOR
MAY 2014

REFLECTION BY EMT: PRANEETH PEDAMUTHUM

“It was my first case of penetra�ng injury and the vic�m was severely hurt in the incident. 
Hospital staff, vic�m's family members appreciated our service and I feel very happy that the 
vic�m survived.”

REFLECTION BY PILOT:  JANAKI RAMA RAO JALLA

“It was a great opportunity to serve the vic�m who was in pain and I feel great that my efforts 
contributed in saving the vic�m.”

PRESS CLIPPING:

EMT
PRANEETH 

PEDAMUTHUM

PILOT
JANAKI RAMA RAO 

JALLA
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KHAMMAM DISTRICT
 EMT   PRANEETH PEDAMUTHUM  ID NO : 7604  
 PILOT   JANAKI RAMA RAO JALLA     ID NO : 9008

DOMESTIC ACCIDENT

On 5th April, Mr. Naresh a 25 year old was sleeping on roof which was not having top fencing. At 
midnight he woke up to answer natures' call and fell off the roof. To his bad luck he landed on a 
sharp s�ck which pierced through his armpit. His worried family members requested our 
services to assist the vic�m.

On reaching the scene EMT Praneeth performed trauma assessment, found that the vic�m 
was conscious, a wooden s�ck had penetrated through the le� armpit with profuse bleeding. 

Immediately the wound was immobilized and bleeding was controlled. Oxygen was ini�ated 
and the vic�m was shi�ed in to the ambulance. Vic�m was placed in a comfortable posi�on 
and given assurance.

Base line vitals were recorded; BP: 120/80 mm of Hg, pulse rate 18/min, respiratory rate 18 
/min. ERCP was contacted, on his advice IV fluids were ini�ated and Inj Tramadol was given for 
pain relief.

With careful monitoring the vic�m was transported to Area hospital, Kothagudem for surgical 
management. 

 VICTIM PHOTOGRAPHS AND PRESS CLIPPING:

CASE DETAILS:

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
Palvoncha

CASE ID: 6659452

DATE:  05/4/2014

CALL TIME: 01:11

ERCP: Dr. Prem 

RECEIVING HOSPITAL: 
Area hospital, Kothagudem 
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'108' SAVIOURS FOR
  APRIL 2014

REFLECTION: EMT KETAN CHAUDHARI

I have been serving GVK EMRI since last 6 years. When I see the smile on the faces of the 
pa�ent or rela�ves, I feel proud that I could touch the lives of so many people through this 
medium. During the follow up call made by me to pa�ent's rela�ves, I frequently found them 
very happy and they usually gave their blessings to “108 service” and all staff members. The 
challenge in this case was con�nuous high blood pressure even a�er providing the appropriate 
medica�on but with �mely and appropriate pre‐hospital care and con�nuous monitoring of 
vitals we could save the life of this pa�ent.

REFLECTION: PILOT BHARAT VYAS

I feel proud that my work as an ambulance Pilot is appreciated. This single organiza�on accords 
importance to each link in the process of its func�ons. Though as a pilot, my primary 
responsibility is to handle the ambulance, I can contribute in provision of care suppor�ng the 
EMT and my focus has always been immediate transport in a safe manner to try to make 
available advanced care to my pa�ent. We as a team never see any season; be it winter, 
summer or heavy rain. We are always ready to give the service to the commonest and remotest 
pa�ents in distress.

EMT KETAN 
CHAUDHARI

PILOT BHARAT VYAS
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PATAN DISTRICT
 EMT  KETAN CHAUDHARI
 PILOT  BHARAT VYAS

COMFORTING THE ACHING HEART

While at home, 55 years old Raiben Amratbhai Prajapa� from Ganget village 
suddenly experienced severe chest pain in the a�ernoon hours on 10th of April 
2014. Soon she developed difficulty in breathing and was swea�ng profusely. 
So, she was taken to a private clinic at the neighboring Ranuj village. A�er ini�al 
stabiliza�on, the a�ending physician Dr. Dhirubhai Shah referred the case 
further to the nearest higher medical facility. He dialed '108' and requested an 
ambulance. The case was assigned to the ambulance located at Patan. EMT 
Ketan Chaudhari and Pilot Bharat Vyas were manning the ambulance. They 
immediately le� for the case with all the necessary medical equipments.

When the '108' team reached at the given address, Raiben was s�ll conscious 
with unbearable chest pain and severe breathlessness. A�er a quick ini�al 
assessment, EMT quickly loaded Raiben into the ambulance and made her sit 
in semi reclining posi�on so that she could breathe effortlessly. A�er ini�a�ng 
high flow oxygen administra�on, EMT assessed all the vital heath parameters. 
Then he promptly secured an IV line before consul�ng Emergency Physician Dr. 
Ketul Joshi. As per the advice, all the necessary drugs were administered to 
alleviate the chest pain and ease the breathing.

On the way to the hospital, the vital health parameters were reassessed at 
regular intervals. Finally, Raiben was handed over to GMERS Hospital at Patan. 
As reported to a follow up call, she was discharged a�er six days of 
hospitaliza�on and is now fine at home. Thus, a life got saved.

Raiben Prajapa� being 
provided oxygen with semi 

fowler posi�on in 
“108” ambulance

Raiben's ECG taken in 
“108” Ambulance and sent 

to ERCP for further 
guidance

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
PATAN CITY

CASE ID: 20140000905147

DATE: 10/04/2014

CALL TIME: 01:14 HRS

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN:
DR. KETUL JOSHI

RECEIVING HOSPITAL: 
GMERS MEDICAL 
COLLEGE AND HOSPITAL, 
PATAN
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HAMIRPUR DISTRICT
 EMT Samily
 PILOT Ravi Kumar

COMFORTING THE ACHING HEART

On 31st March 2014, 23 years old pregnant lady; Sujata was suffering from labour pain since 
last 20 minutes. Her family member's called 108 for help. 

The case was assigned to EMT Samily and Pilot Ravi Kumar of CHC Nadaun Ambulance at 04:23 
pm. On reaching the scene they observed, the pa�ent was in immense labour pain. Pa�ent was 
immediately shi�ed inside ambulance and then they moved towards RH Hamirpur hospital. 
EMT observed that the labour pain was increasing & contrac�ons were repea�ng every 5 
minutes. From her obstetric history EMT came to know that, pa�ent was 2nd Gravida and her 
Ultrasound showed twin fetuses. Fluid discharge was also present. Pa�ent Vitals were 
recorded; Blood Pressure was 120/80mm of Hg, Pulse Rate 86/min, Satura�on was 97%, 
Respira�on Rate 16/min. In route there was complete show i.e. the presen�ng part of the fetus 
was visible. EMT understood that the delivery may occur any �me.

 Immediately ERCP advice was taken from Dr Sachin, he advised to conduct delivery, keep the 
delivery material ready and dry, warm, and suc�on the baby. EMT did the same and conducted 
first delivery, in this a male baby was delivered which was in breech posi�on, and a�er 5 min. a 
female baby was delivered. Both were managed, dry warm and suc�oning was done. Cord 
clamp was applied and from mother the placenta was safely removed. APGAR was checked 
which was 8 for the male baby and 9 for the female baby. Pa�ent was kept in Comfortable 
posi�on. Pa�ent was managed and safely shi�ed to RH Hamirpur for further Treatment.

EMT: ‐ Samily

Pilot: ‐ Ravi

AMBULANCE LOCATION: 
CHC Nadaun Loca�on

CASE ID: 228045

DATE: 31‐03‐2014

CALL TIME: 16:23

ERCP: Dr Sachin

RECEVING HOSPITAL: 
RH Hamirpur

REFLECTION:  I am working in GVK EMRI as an EMT. GVK EMRI 108 has given me a great 
opportunity to serve People. During this case I experienced various challenges. Conduc�ng a 
delivery is always a challenge, and in this case it was a twin delivery with breech presenta�on. 
But with the help of the valuable guidance from ERCP, I could manage the case effec�vely. 

Samily

esjk uke joh dwekj gS vkSj eS �yk Hamirpur  fLFkr CHC Nadaun yksds”ku esa crkSj bZ,eVh dk;Zjr 
gwaA Izfr fnu gesa vusdksa ,ejtSUlh dsl vkrs gS vkSj mUgsa lQyrk iwoZd fuHkkus ls gesa Izk”aklk 
ds lkFk&lkFk lUrqf'V Hkh IzkkIr gksrh gS tks fd gesa gj ckj vPNk dk;Z djus dk gkSlyk Izknku djrh gS 
Abl pqukSrh dk ge nksuksa us fey dj lQyrk iwoZd lkeuk fd;k A
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ID 055266

Reflec�on – EMT Smiley
I am Samily working as an EMT in GVK EMRI 108 at CHC Nadaun loca�on in District Hamirpur.
Every day we receive different Emergency calls and handling them effec�vely make us receive 
apprecia�ons. During this case I experienced various challenges. Conduc�ng a delivery is 
always a challenge, and in this case it was a twin delivery with breech presenta�on. But with 
the help of the valuable guidance from ERCP, I could manage the case effec�vely. 

EMT: ‐ Samily

Pilot: ‐ Ravi

Reflec�on – Pilot Ravi 

I am Ravi Kumar Mohan working as Pilot in GVK EMRI 108 at CHC Nadaun loca�on in District 
Hamirpur. I have learnt so many things here. Timely shi�ing a pa�ent to hospital in cri�cal hour 
sa�sfies our purpose. I did my best to help EMT Smiley. 

ID 053352
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108 SAVIORS

EMT    RAGHURAJ SEMIL                                      GID 58152

I feel proud to be instrumental in saving such a cri�cal vic�m who had suffered grievous injuries 
due to accident and required immediate interven�on. I occasionally face such cri�cal cases 
and it gives me happiness to make such vic�ms stable. 108 ambulance provides help to the 
people in dire circumstances where �mely care saves their lives. 

PILOT   JITENDERA DHAKAR                                GID 44121

I always keep in mind that reaching in �me to the accident site is very important. It adds to 
provide be�er and efficient prehospital care. I look for an opportunity to assist EMT and waste 
no �me in loading and unloading casual�es. It gives me immense mental sa�sfac�on to help 
people in need. 108 give me ample opportuni�es for saving lives. 

RAGHURAJ   SEMIL                               

JITENDERA DHAKAR                                   

Media Coverage
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PROMPTNESS AVERTED FATAL OUTCOME

Krishna Rawat was a resident of the state of Rajasthan. He was a 24 year old man. He had come 
to Madhya Pradesh with his father and brother to sell his land. The deal was successful and 
Krishna Rawat got Rs. 5 lakhs for his land. The trio sat on their motor bike with the money and 
started on their way back home. It was the month of April with summer having set in. It was 7 
p.m. in the evening. The street lights were dimly lit. The trio was merrily talking with each 
other. They decided to spend some part of the money which they had earned to repair their 
house.  Krishna also declared that he would invest some money in the mutual funds which 
would benefit them in the long run. Suddenly Krishna's motorbike was hit from behind by a 
Bolero car. Krishna fell on the ground with a thud and became unconscious. The Bolero car 
sped away fast. He started bleeding profusely from his wounds. Observing his cri�cal 
condi�on, a passerby informed 108 ambulance.  An ambulance from Banmore loca�on was 
assigned the case. The ambulance had EMT Raghuraj Semil and Pilot Jitendra Dhakar. They 
loaded Krishna in the ambulance and started for the hospital.
In the ambulance, EMT no�ced that the vic�m was semiconscious. He was responding to 
painful s�muli only. The vic�m had a large wound on his head. The vic�m also had a fracture of 
his le� femur bone. EMT promptly did wound care of the head wound and bandaged it. This 
stopped the profuse bleeding which was occurring from the head. EMT then took the vitals of 
the vic�m. He then contacted duty ERCP Dr. Agarwal and did further management according 
to his advice. EMT secured the airway thus enabling a clear passage of air into the lungs aiding 
respira�on. Krishna was also having secre�ons in his throat. To clear these secre�ons, EMT did 
suc�on of the throat. He immobilized the fractured le� femur bone with a splint. He then gave 
IV RL to the vic�m to replace the lost blood. EMT applied a cervical collar to the vic�m. This he 
applied to avoid damage to the vertebral column in the neck. All this care benefi�ed the vic�m 
and he became conscious. The vic�m complained of pain and was given a pain killer injec�on. 
Krishna was shi�ed to the hospital in a stable condi�on. EMT returned Rs. 5 lakhs which he 
found in Krishna's possession to his rela�ves.

Reflec�on of Brother of the Pa�ent (Shivraj)

The promptness shown by 108 staff in ins�tu�ng prehospital care to my brother was 
instrumental in saving his life. The honesty shown by EMT and Pilot is something praiseworthy 
and they returned five lakhs rupees which my brother was carrying. I am really grateful to the 
staff of 108. 

Media coverage 
depic�ng 

Krishna receiving pre 
hospital care.

AMBULANCE 
LOCATION:
Banmore

CASE ID: 
20140001998119
DATE: 03/04/14     
                                
CALL TIME: 19:13

ERCP: ERCP: 
Dr.P.D.Agarwal 
GID NO‐CO‐4268

RECEIVING HOSPITAL:
 J.A. Hospital 

Media Coverage

MORNENA DISTRICT
 EMT RAGHURAJ SEMIL                         GID  58152
 PILOT JITENDERA DHAKAR                     GID  44121
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A Miracle Triplet Delivery inside the Ambulance……

The efficiency of our Emergency Medical Technicians was proven yet again on the night of 16th 
April 2014 when they miraculously delivered a preterm triplet inside the Ambulance.
The Ambulance located at Gasuapara was assigned a case just before midnight informing of a 
Lady with labor pains. On reaching the scene EMT Hafizur Rahman took a brief obstetric 
history. Purnima Koch was pregnant for the third �me and was only seven months along when 
suddenly she went into labor. She did not get any Antenatal checkup throughout her 
pregnancy and hence never would have imagined how her life would change in a ma�er of 
minutes. EMT on assessing the vitals found it to be stable and decided to shi� Purnima onto 
the ambulance.
Enroute to the hospital, the delivery process progressed into the crowning stage. EMT Hafizur 
an�cipa�ng an imminent delivery asked Pilot Ananda Banai to park the ambulance onto a safe 
spot so as to conduct the delivery inside the ambulance.
EMT immediately assisted the delivery of a female baby without encountering any problem 
but the baby seemed small with an Apgar score of 6.As the EMT was giving newborn care, 
Purnima felt another surge of strong contrac�ons. EMT Hafizur was surprised to no�ce 
crowning again and then realized that the lady was indeed a case of mul�ple delivery. The 
second baby girl was also delivered without much difficulty with an Apgar of 7. Immediate care 
was given to both the newborn babies, kept warm and Oxygen was administered. At this �me 
ERCP advice was taken with Dr.Nongtdu who asked the EMT to do neonatal care and 
suc�oning and monitor the Mother. As the EMT was monitoring for signs of placental 
separa�on he was once again taken by surprise when Purnima complained of pain and started 
to bear down and EMT no�ced crowning of the third baby. It was a�er a gap of 15minutes that 
the third baby girl was delivered and was not crying.EMT Hafizur immediately ini�ated 
neonatal resuscita�on along with ar�ficial ven�la�on. Sensing the need of higher care EMT 
Hafizur asked the Pilot to proceed to the nearest hospital.
The Mother and all her babies were then shi�ed to Dalu CHC for further management. 
However, it was later learnt that the third baby did not survive. The Doctors and staff at the 
receiving hospital too appreciated the efforts put in by the Gasuapara team in handling a 
difficult delivery. This was a rare case in which exemplary execu�on of exper�se was shown by 
our Ambulance team at the right �me which resulted in triplet deliveries inside the ambulance.

EMT REFLECTION: 

It was a case of unexpected mul�ple birth and I was surprised when the delivery occurred 
simultaneously. I feel privileged and happy in successfully handling the case even though the 
last baby did not cry. The Trainings and the ERCP conference gave me confidence in this crisis 
situa�on and helped me to safely monitor and transport the case to the nearest hospital.

EMT Hafizur Rahman 
taking care of the 

newborn.

AMBULANCE 
LOCATION: 
GASUAPARA BASE

CASE ID: 67126

DATE:  16/04/2014

CALL TIME: 23:03

ERCP: Dr.J.Nongtdu

RECEVING HOSPITAL:  
Dalu CHC

GASUAPARA BASE – WEST GARO HILLS DISTRICT
 EMT HAFIZUR RAHMAN
 PILOT ANANDA BANAI

Sa�sfac�on and peace of mind that I felt were the results of the efforts we put for each case we 
handle. Our contribu�on in handling this case with the EMT was highly appreciated by the 
family members of the Lady and also the Medical staff at the receiving facility.

PILOT REFLECTION: 
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HEAD INJURY LEADS TO SEIZURES

Two wheeler on a highway can be dangerous when it is involved in an accident. On 9th April 

2014, at 19:54 hrs CHC Thakurdwara ambulance was assigned to a road traffic accident.Rider 

of the bike was rescued by the 108 team who responded immediately with all first aid 

equipment.   

Shahnawaj 22/M who is travelling from suraj nagar to sharif nagar in Moradabad district in late 

night met with an accident on sharif nagar highway which lead to head injury.

EMT Miss.Deepa performed rapid trauma assessment which revealed the vic�m had a head 

injury which was bleeding heavily from his scalp and his right lower leg appeared to be 

fractured with mul�ple abrasions all over the body.He was responding to verbal 

s�mulus.vic�m was complaining of severely leg and neck pain.EMT immediately controlled 

the major bleeding and splinted the fractured leg. EMT suspected neck injury as he was 

complaining of neck pain so she applied C‐Collar to the vic�m with the help of Pilot.  

Then with all spinal precau�ons vic�m was shi�ed to ambulance on spine board.in ambulance 

EMT took in�al vital signs of the pa�ent and the vital signs were BP‐100/80 mm of Hg,Pulse‐ 84 

bpm,RR‐16 bpm,SPO2‐92 % and the Pupils‐ right pupil was normal,round and reac�ng to light 

where as le� pupil was constricted and non reac�ng to light.EMT was trying to contact ERCP 

but suddenly pa�ent started seizing ,which lasted for some seconds.EMT cleared pa�ents 

airway by suc�oning and recovery posi�on was given to the pa�ent.

EMT contacted ERCP Dr.Praveen for further guidance.under ERCPs advice EMT gave oxygen 

by using non rebreather mask, EMT administered required mediac�on and fluid support and 

monitored his vitals along with the seizure episodes and the �me it lasts.

Enroute EMT performed ongoing assessment and she found his status was improving and the 

SPO2 reached to 100% on oxygen. EMT shi�ed pa�ent to CHC thakurdwara where he was 

referred to district hospital Moradabad by MO of CHC.

Pa�ent was handed over to casualty medical officer of district hospital; he appreciated the 

work done by Miss.Deepa who saved the pa�ent with prompt treatment under the advice of 

ERCP.

A�er 48 Hrs follow up pa�ent found to be alive and improved.

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
CHC THAKURDWARA
MORADABAD

CASE ID: 4202785

ERO: SUNIL KUMAR PATEL

DATE: 09‐04‐2014

CALL TIME: 19:54 HRS

ERCP: DR. PRAVEEN

RECEVING HOSPITAL:
DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
MORADABAD.

      108 SAVIOR CASE FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL‐2014
 EMT : DEEPA
 PILOT: SUDHIR KUMAR
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REFLECTION OF EMT MS DEEPA & PILOT MR SUDHIR

It was one of the best case we had managed.we a�ended so many accident cases daily in our 
shi� but head injury along seizures is one of the toughest case which was handled by both of 
us. We thank the organiza�on for this opportunity of saving lives.con�nua�on of learning is 
essence for our profession as an emergency care provider.

MEDIA COVERAGE

REFLECTION OF EMT & PILOT

EMT: DEEPA
ID.NO: C01306   

PILOT: SUDHIR 
KUMAR
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REFLECTION – EMT MIKKI SINGH 

    It feels very nice that I am going to receive the Savior award. I had used my 
knowledge and skills acquired during my training to conduct the delivery. It is 
really a different feeling to bring a new life to this world. I want to thank God for 
the same opportunity. I shall con�nue working with the same zeal and save 
many more lives in future. 

  I have experienced this feeling of being blessed many �mes while performing my duty and 
serving the distressed. It feels really great to do some good work for my society. I shall work the 
same way in future and generously contribute in the life‐saving mission.    

REFLECTION – PILOT KALPESH PATEL

108 SAVIORS FOR
 MARCH 2014

PILOT KALPESH PATEL

EMT MIKKI SINGH
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A NEWLIFE IN SAFE HANDS

   28 years old Ruprekha Ramchandra was pregnant for the second �me.  Her expected date of 
delivery was close at hand. She was to be admi�ed to the hospital. But her husband could not 
get his leave sanc�oned from the office. So, she was stranded at her home.

On the 14th of March, she started experiencing mild abdominal pain in the early morning 
hours that grew severe by the a�ernoon hours. Nobody was at home to look a�er her. But 
somehow she managed to call her neighbor who immediately dialed '108' for medical help. 
Ruprekha's husband was also informed about the same.
 
The ambulance located at Dadra PHC staffed with EMT Mikki Singh and Pilot Kalpesh Patel was 
assigned for this case. When the ambulance reached at the scene, Ruprekha reported that her 
pain was worsening with �me. Her husband had just arrived at home. Once the ini�al 
assessment was done, EMT Mikki Singh carefully loaded Ruprekha into the ambulance and set 
towards the hospital.

On their way to the hospital, further assessment revealed that the baby's head was already 
visible. So, the ambulance was parked on the roadside and the delivery was conducted. Pu�ng 
knowledge, skills and experience to task, the baby was safely delivered. Both the mother and 
the baby boy were healthy as per the clinical parameters.

 As per the online medical direc�on by Emergency Physician Dr. Hemang Desai, the necessary 
treatment was aptly administered by the EMT. The Pilot swi�ly drove the ambulance to the 
des�na�on hospital. At Vinoba Bhave Civil Hospital, the receiving doctors were pleased to 
receive both the mother and the newborn in good health.

All details related to the health parameters were conveyed to the doctors. During a follow up 
call, it was noted that both the mother and the baby were fine at home. Soon a�er the delivery, 
the couple had le� for their na�ve town to share the good news. Both of them were grateful for 
the �mely care rendered by the '108' team.

Delivery Conducted 
Successfully Inside The

'108' Ambulance

AMBULANCE LOCATION:
PHC, DADRA

CASE ID: 20140000012436

DATE: 14‐03‐2014

CALL TIME: 13:49 HRS

EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN:
DR. HEMANG DESAI 

RECEIVING HOSPITAL: 
Vinoba Bhave Civil Hospital, 
SILVASSA, D & NH

DADRA & NAGAR HAVELI DISTRICT
 EMT  MIKKI SINGH
 PILOT  KALPESH PATEL
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